AVAILABLE PRESENTATIONS

Introduction and Overview: Why are We Here? - Nelson Houser, M. Dohmen USA/Adi Chehna, Textile Tech Services


Reliable Processing of Polyester/Elastane Blends - Werner Tissen, DyStar Colours Distribution GmbH

Dyeing of Nylon/Elastane - Overview, Pitfalls, and Practices - Mike Cheek, Huntsman

Wet Processing of Cationic-Dyeable Polyester/Spandex Blends - Nelson Houser, M. Dohmen USA

Best Processing Practices for Cotton/Spandex - Mary Ankeny, Cotton Incorporated

Conventional Rotary Screen Printing on Fabrics with Spandex: Technology and Processing - Kevin Spring, Stefan Enterprises

Sustainable Fit Stretch Denim - Ralph Tharpe, Industry Consultant and Larry Fontana, Lafer SpA

Chemical Finishing of Textiles Containing Spandex - Geoffrey Gettliffe, Archroma

Mechanical Finishing of Textiles with Spandex - Kanti A. Jasani, Performance & Technical Textile Consulting

Testing Stretch and Recovery - What Do the Numbers Mean? - Louann Spirito, SGS Consumer Testing Services

Managing Color Block Garments (polyester spandex) High End Fashion - Punita Patel, Joseph Ribkoff

Problems with Polyester/Spandex Garments and the Professional Care Industry - Lorraine Muir, Drycleaning & Laundry Institute

"Real Life" Case Studies and Fastness Testing: What it Can Tell You - Martin Bide, University of Rhode Island